Worldwide supplier of high quality electronic components!

NTE Electronics, Inc., 44 Farrand Street, Bloomfield, NJ 07003

Distributed by:

Tel: (973) 748-5089
ntein.com

THE NTE® BRAND

Electronic components for:
• Industrial
• Consumer
• Commercial
• MRO Applications
• Cross References For Over 525,000 Industry Part Numbers

THE ECG® BRAND

• Butane/Electric Soldering and Heat Products
• Aerosol Chemicals
• Test Equipment
• Surge Protectors
• Wireless Security and Inspection Cameras

MASTER DISTRIBUTED BRANDS

NTE offers unmatched service and in-depth inventory from some of the world’s leading electronics manufacturers.
Worldwide supplier of high quality electronic components!

NTE ELECTRONICS, INC.

MASTER DISTRIBUTED BRANDS

Amphenol Connex
Amphenol RF

Interconnect Products

● BNC
● MINI-UHF
● N
● Televax

● TNC
● UHF
● Tools

Solder Products

● Wire Solder
● Water Soluble Fluxes
● Bar Solder
● Rosin Based Fluxes
● No-clean Fluxes
● Rosinless Cleaning Solutions
● Flux Pens

● Counter Displays
● Solder Paste
● Solder Analysis Programs
● Pocket Paks®
● New Lead Checks™ Products
● Lead Free Products

Military-Style Potentiometers

● RV4NA
● RV4LAY
● RV6NA
● RV6LAY

● Linear Taper
● Logarithmic Taper

THE NTE® BRAND

Electronic components for:
• Industrial
• Consumer
• Commercial
• MRO Applications
• Cross References For Over 525,000 Industry Part Numbers

THE ECG® BRAND

• Butane/Electric Soldering and Heat Products
• Aerosol Chemicals
• Test Equipment
• Surge Protectors
• Wireless Security and Inspection Cameras

MASTER DISTRIBUTED BRANDS

NTE offers unmatched service and in-depth inventory from some of the world’s leading electronics manufacturers.
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Download your copy at nteinc.com/quickcross
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